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Are your web applications 
opening the door to ransomware?

despite a growing awareness of the threat of ransomware, attackers continue to 

successfully target organizations of all sizes and in all industries. According to the Verizon 

2021 data Breach investigations report, ransomware has more than doubled  

year over year. 

But why? if most organizations are aware of the threat, why has there been a global increase 

in the number of sophisticated, high-impact, ransomware incidents? the short answer is that 

today’s attacks are no longer confined to malicious email phishing campaigns or remote 

desktop protocol (rdp) vulnerabilities. today, 43% of breaches involve the web applications 

your organization depends on: online forms, shopping carts, content management systems, 

and the like.

https://barracuda.com
https://www.verizon.com/business/solutions/secure-your-business/business-security-tips/?cmp=knc:ggl:ac:ent:security:8003162844&utm_term=verizon%20breach%20report&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_campaign=GGL_BND_Security_Phrase&utm_content=Enterprise&ds_cid=71700000082349844&gclid=CjwKCAiAgbiQBhAHEiwAuQ6BklwBNcTGcH4hv1gClzSQ70WcL3TuDsslSnl_Lny3LgWGCPChGO3wcRoCFMwQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.verizon.com/business/solutions/secure-your-business/business-security-tips/?cmp=knc:ggl:ac:ent:security:8003162844&utm_term=verizon%20breach%20report&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_campaign=GGL_BND_Security_Phrase&utm_content=Enterprise&ds_cid=71700000082349844&gclid=CjwKCAiAgbiQBhAHEiwAuQ6BklwBNcTGcH4hv1gClzSQ70WcL3TuDsslSnl_Lny3LgWGCPChGO3wcRoCFMwQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/current-activity/2022/02/09/2021-trends-show-increased-globalized-threat-ransomware
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/current-activity/2022/02/09/2021-trends-show-increased-globalized-threat-ransomware
https://www.verizon.com/business/solutions/secure-your-business/business-security-tips/?cmp=knc:ggl:ac:ent:security:8003162844&utm_term=verizon%20breach%20report&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_campaign=GGL_BND_Security_Phrase&utm_content=Enterprise&ds_cid=71700000082349844&gclid=CjwKCAiAgbiQBhAHEiwAuQ6BklwBNcTGcH4hv1gClzSQ70WcL3TuDsslSnl_Lny3LgWGCPChGO3wcRoCFMwQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds


ArE your WEB ApplicAtionS opEning thE door to rAnSomWArE?

left unprotected, web applications can unwittingly open the door 

to ransomware. For example, consider the major supply chain 

hack that made headlines in July 2021, where SQl injection 

vulnerabilities in a public-facing internet managed service provider 

(mSp) application were exploited to spread ransomware to mSps 

and their customers.

SQl injection has existed for decades but remains a common 

vulnerability. By itself, SQl injection is reason enough to justify web 

application security for every web property you own, but it’s also 

an initial step in a longer attack chain that can lead to ransomware. 

So are hacker tricks like web scraping, credential stuffing, and 

comment spam, among others.

let’s see how hackers can exploit web application security 

vulnerabilities to launch a ransomware attack — and how 

Barracuda can help you lock the door.

Ransomware is malicious 
software that encrypts your 
data or otherwise stops 
you from accessing your 
own systems. Criminals 
then demand a ransom in 
exchange for the decryption 
key. In many cases, as part of 
the attack, attackers steal data 
such as personal information 
and exfiltrate it — either to 
extort more money from 
the victim by threatening to 
publish the data publicly, sell 
on the dark web, or both.

https://barracuda.com
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/current-activity/2021/07/04/cisa-fbi-guidance-msps-and-their-customers-affected-kaseya-vsa
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/current-activity/2021/07/04/cisa-fbi-guidance-msps-and-their-customers-affected-kaseya-vsa
https://www.barracuda.com/
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Anatomy of a supply 
chain ransomware attack

the scenario described here involves an attacker called miyuki, who has decided to 

leverage a combination of technical and social engineering to achieve their goal of using 

ransomware to obtain a large payment in cryptocurrency. miyuki needs a way to attract 

victims and has chosen to take advantage of the reemerging wave of browser extensions 

or plug-ins that offer coupon and cash-back incentives based around the most popular 

shopping websites.

the other actors in this scenario are corporation x, an intermediary, and Brett, the victim. 

there are also four websites involved, named A, B, c, and d for the sake of simplicity. 

Although this scenario involves only three actors and four websites, when you picture it 

extrapolated over the millions of websites and users in the world, it’s easy to visualize the 

enormous potential scope of the problem.

https://barracuda.com
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Step 5: Social engineering

Step 7: Ultimate installation and running of the executable

Would comprehensive application security at websites A, B, c, and d have prevented  
this attack from succeeding? At Barracuda, we believe the answer is yes — and with  
a high degree of certainty. it’s simply not worth a hacker’s time to try to defeat a website 
hardened with additional layers of security when there are plenty of vulnerable websites 
out there.

Step 1: Web scraping of legitimate website A

A

B
Creates fake coupon website B
from real coupon website A

Miyuki

Brett

D

B

Brett reads the fake product review and follows 
the link to website B, where Miyuki gathers all 
Brett’s detailed personal information

Miyuki

Ransomware detonates on Brett’s system, 
locking it and spreading to other systems 
in Brett’s network

Ransomware Brett

Step 6: Penultimate spear-phishing email

Step 3: Credential stuffing on website D

Step 2: Credentials stolen on website C

Step 4: Comment spam and malicious links on website D

Exploits shopping website C
using SQL injection

C
Miyuki

Credential stu�s website D 
using stolen credential 
database from website C

DMiyuki

Posts reviews for popular 
products with luring links 
to website B

D
Corporation X

Miyuki sends convincing, spear-phising email complete with 
a fake sender address to Brett, using all Brett’s personal 
information, as Brett waits impatiently for the coupon

Miyuki Brett

https://barracuda.com
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Application security made simple 
with Barracuda Web Application 
Firewall on AWS

Barracuda Web Application Firewall shuts the door to these and other attacks. A highly 

flexible, easy-to-use, cloud-native solution, it provides comprehensive protection against 

an ever-expanding list of sophisticated web-based intrusions and protects applications 

running on Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Ensure protection from web attacks and denial-of-service attacks 

By combining signature-based policies and positive security with robust anomaly-

detection capabilities, Barracuda Web Application Firewall can defeat today’s most 

sophisticated attacks targeting your web applications. these include the oWASp top 10, 

zero-day threats, data leakage, and application-layer denial of service (doS) attacks. 

https://barracuda.com
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Stop bad bots in their tracks 

Sophisticated malicious bots mimic human users to evade standard bot detection. 

however, blocking legitimate bots can harm your business. Barracuda Advanced Bot 

protection uses machine learning to continually improve its ability to spot and block bad 

bots and human-mimicking bots while allowing legitimate human and bot traffic to proceed 

with minimal impact.

Protect APIs and mobile apps 

modern applications are increasingly interconnected, exposing more Apis to attacks. 

Barracuda Web Application Firewall solutions protect your entire attack surface, including 

rESt Apis and Api-based applications. xml protection secures rESt and WSdl 

interfaces against schema and WSdl poisoning. JSon protection scans payloads to 

ensure that only legitimate requests are allowed through. And Api discovery features use 

your Api definition files to automatically create the required rulesets for the Api, reducing 

administrative overhead.

What’s more, Barracuda Web Application Firewall enables granular access control and 

secure app delivery, makes it easy to automate and orchestrate security, and gives you 

deep visibility into attacks and traffic patterns.

https://barracuda.com
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Safeguard your applications — 
and your business

A leader in cloud security and an AWS preferred Security competency partner,  

Barracuda Web Application Firewall is trusted by the world’s most security-conscious 

businesses, including financial institutions, government agencies, and trading platforms.

to get started, check out Barracuda Web Application Firewall on AWS marketplace.  

And streamline deployment with an AWS Quick Start. 

https://partners.amazonaws.com/partners/001E000000iNw7fIAC/Barracuda Networks
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-autmgekdhxwaq?ref=recommended&m=model_BI
https://aws-quickstart.github.io/quickstart-barracuda-waf/

